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 This manual provides step-by-step instructions and guidance for creating and conducting
each activity. This manual represents the culmination of years of work, involving a large
number of people. The manual consists of all new Montessori-Based actions, including,
activities for individuals and groups, intergenerational activities, activities for men, subject
matter based activities and actions for restorative care/nursing rehabilitation methods. In
preparing Volume 2, the authors incorporated reader feedback into the development of fresh
activities programming for individuals with dementia and various other cognitve disorders
(such as adults with developmental disabilities).Montessori-Centered Activities for Persons
with Dementia, Volume 2 is the follow-up companion to Myers Reserach Institute's initial
volume. Also supplied are strategies for extending activities, making them pretty much
difficult and addressing issues that may occur.
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Excellent activity ideas for dealing with dementia residents at the job Bought this quantity and
the first as well. Really good activity ideas for dealing with dementia residents at work. in his or
her adult life, the publication is rubbish. Vol We and II are comparable and you'll not need
both, however they are good. Caveat emptor I have twice ordered this product from Amazon
and twice received copies of Quantity I mislabeled as Quantity II. Try another provider. Hurtful
rubbish for most suffering from AD! it's related dementia. Nor what sort of person with
Alzhiemer's encounters his / her disease. however they are good. It's author can't know very
much about Alzheimer's effect on the brain & If your loved one pre Alzheimer's diagnoses was
into simple crafts kind of stuff this publication might be of help. If your loved one can be or
was a relatively sophisticated person who didn't "craft" or play with blocks, clothing pins, over-
sized checkers, etc. The brains of people w Alzheimer's are gradually dying NOT turning into
that of a mentally retarded misbehaved 6 12 months old child. If you want to humiliate,
embarrass & Good Montessori principles put on seniors. dehumanize a comparatively
sophisticated loved one suffering from AD this is the book for you. Mom has dementia, We am
a Montessori retired instructor looking for help.
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